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GOVERNOR’S 2018-19 PROPOSED BUDGET  - SPECIAL EDUCATION ITEMS 
Released January 10, 2018 

 

The Governor’s budget provides a starting point for the legislative debate that will take place from January to 

June. In May, the Governor releases a budget update called the “May Revise” which provides an updated budget 

picture and more closely resembles what we can expect when the budget is signed into law prior to July 1, 2018. 

 

The good news is that revenues are trending positive, resulting in a proposal by the Governor to increase 

funding for K-14 education by $4.6 billion, most notably providing full funding of LCFF (100% Gap Funding plus 

COLA). Special education is proposed to receive an estimated COLA of 2.51%, which translates to 

approximately $13 increase per ADA.   

 

There were concerns the Governor’s budget might realign resources for special education.  The good news is 

that no major change to the funding formula is proposed. The bad news is that no augmentation for equalization 

of funding among SELPAs was proposed. There are additional reporting requirements for SELPAs, similar to LCAP 

reporting.  There are also some additional augmentations to assist SELPAs in supporting student achievement 

goals for students with disabilities and support to recruit and retain special education teachers. 

 

SPECIAL EDUCATION SELPA 

Recent reports from the California Statewide Special Education Task Force and the Public Policy Institute of 

California evaluating special education have called for a more seamless integration of special and general 

education in California. In the spring of 2017, the Department of Finance held four special education stakeholder 

discussions. Central themes from these discussions included more local transparency and accountability, 

additional financial support for special education, shifting away from a compliance driven system toward a 

system improving outcomes for students with disabilities, and integrating special education and general 

education into one cohesive system. 

 

Data from the California School Dashboard highlighted that approximately two-thirds of school districts were 

identified for differentiated assistance based on the performance of students with disabilities. Building upon last 

year's discussions with stakeholders and in response to these findings, the Budget proposes the following: 

 

• Strengthening the linkage between special education and general education planning by 

requiring Special Education Local Plan Areas (SELPA) to complete a SELPA local plan 

template that aligns the services and resources noted in their local plans with the goals 

identified in their member district’s LCAPs. 

 

• Improving special education budgeting transparency and accountability by requiring the 

SELPA to summarize how a SELPA’s planned expenditures and services align with the 

improved student outcome strategies noted in their SELPA plan. 
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• Providing $10 million ongoing Proposition 98 General Fund for SELPAs to work with county 

offices of education to provide technical assistance to local educational agencies to improve 

student outcomes as part of the statewide system of support. 

 

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS 

Although many of the recent investments in the teacher workforce have been targeted at STEM, bilingual, and 

special education fields, there has been for decades a particularly acute shortage in the number of fully 

credentialed special education teachers. Most concerning, the number of special education teachers providing 

instruction with a substandard credential continues to rise. In response to this shortage—and because two-

thirds of school districts have been identified as having poor special education performance, the Budget 

proposes an additional $100 million investment to increase and retain special education teachers: 

• Teacher Residency Grant Program—$50 million one-time Proposition 98 General Fund to 

support locally sponsored, one-year intensive, mentored, clinical teacher preparation 

programs aimed at preparing and retaining special education teachers. 

• Local Solutions Grant Program—$50 million one-time Proposition 98 General Fund to 

provide one-time competitive grants to local educational agencies to develop and 

implement new, or expand existing, locally identified solutions that address a local need for 

special education teachers. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION - NONE  
This report is provided for information only. No action is required.  


